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The bird-in-handprinciple:
Start with what you have

fter years of anticipation,

huge investments, and
months of preparation, the

ancient mariners had to face the day
of reckoning: the day theycast free
of the dock wheretheir vessel was
safely tied, and ventured forth into
the uncertain sea.

Whenfacing the prospectofentering

the entrepreneurial world, you may

feel the samesenseofleaving a safe

harbor. Butit need notbeso.

So far, we’ve dispelled several myths
about entrepreneurship—mythsthat
makecreating a venture seemlike a

much more daunting endeavorthan
it is, We've seen that opportunities

are notlying around waiting to be

found but are created by the

entrepreneurandhis or her

partners, so it's notcritical or even

necessary to havethe perfect idea

whenyouleave the dock. The idea

will morelikely be created as a result

ofsetting out on the journey. We've

learned that entrepreneursaren't

lookingto take hugerisks, nor are

they genius forecasters; instead, they

risk only what they can afford to lose
and they seek to control and shape

the future rather than makingfutile
predictions. We've learned that

manyentrepreneurs don't

necessarily "take the plunge”; they

set out gradually, constructing the

business in components while

preservingthe ability to return to

the dock. Finally, we've seen that
success and failure are a matter of
perspective—how youdefine those

terms depends on what you and
yourpartners wantto do.

 

 

 



START WITH WHAT YOU HAVE

 

Expert entrepreneurs, we've seen,

follow a logic of effectuation,
working with readily available

resources and taking small steps into

uncertainty, thus shaping the future
as they go. Several principles guide
the effectual entrepreneur.

In this chapter, we explore thefirst
principle—working with the means
at your disposal. Wecall this the

bird-in-hand principle after the old

saying that "a bird in hand is worth
two in the bush.”

Webegin by looking at how
effectual entrepreneursstart with
means, while causal entrepreneurs

start with goals, and the difference

between the two approaches. We

then explore the idea of means in

greater detail, helping you work with

what youalready have (but may not
be aware of).

MANAGERIALTHINKING(causal)

Accumulate meansnecessary to
achieve a pre-determinedgoal.

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY
"START WITH YOUR
MEANS?"

People focus so much on whether
they will be successful or not,
whethertheir idea is a good one or

not, that they forget aboutall the
things they could be doing with

whatthey already have—their
means. Thereare three categories of

meansavailableto all of us: who we

are(traits, abilities, attributes), what

we know(expertise and experience),
and who we know(social networks).

Forthe effectual entrepreneur, the
fundamental questionis, “What

effects can I create, given whoI am,
whatI know and who I know?”

Heorshe begins by imagining

several possible courses ofaction,

the consequencesofwhich are,

for the most part, uncertain.
The entrepreneur evaluates these

coursesofaction in terms of what

——- CAUSAL VERUS EFFECTUAL REASONING — SSa |

ENTREPRENEURALTHINKING(effectual)

Imagine many possible new ends
using a given set of means.

resources needto beputat risk to

pursue each. Anycourseofaction
needsto have the possibility of

becoming valuable, but rather than

select on an expected upside, she

prioritizes them according to which
possibility is associated with the
mostacceptable downside.

The entrepreneur’s decision about |
what to pursueis also co- |
determined by stakeholderswilling |

to commit resources, As they |

contribute various resources,

according to their own means and
affordable loss, stakeholders set
immediate agendas and generate
new sub-goals for the venture, thus
helping shapeit.

This effectual approachstands in

stark contrast to the causal approach.

The crux ofthe difference between
the two is how you think aboutgoals
and means. As the diagram onthe
nextpageillustrates, with the causal
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approach, you begin with clear goals.

These goals maybe externally
imposed(e.g. maximization of
shareholdervalue in a public

corporation), or self-imposed(e.g. I
want to make US$10 million before I
am 40years old). In both cases, the

goals are given, so the only real
decision is how to accumulate the

resources necessary to achieve them.
Often, this question leads to the
formationofa vision that will induce
the stakeholders who possess those
resources to come on board. The
accumulation of resources becomes

the predominantpurposeofthe
venture, and stakeholdersare seen
primarily as resource providers.

So, effectuation is means-driven and
the causal approach is goals-driven.
Butaren't entrepreneurs highly
goal-driven individuals?

Yes. And the importantthing to
realize is that goals exist in

hierarchies. It is not that effectual
entrepreneurs have no goals; indeed,
they may have quite ambitious
higher-level goals. But when push
comesto shove and the choice is to

be tetheredeither to meansor to

specific lower-level goals, they are
morelikely to changethose goals
rather than chase meansthey have
no control over. Understanding that
goals exist in hierarchies leads to

two importantinsights: (1) higher-

level goals, such as wanting to be a
millionaire by age 40, do nottell you
whatyoushould do onthefirst day
of your new venture; and (2) tying
yourself downto specific lower-level

goals, such asstarting an upscale
restaurant in a high-income
neighborhood,focuses your

entrepreneurialactions on pursuing

resources youcurrently do not

possess. Starting with whatyou can
do with yourreadily available means
is a practical approach, helping
you take action now toward
building your new enterprise
withoutgiving up your higher-
level, longer-term goals, such as
becomingfinancially successful
or being your ownboss.

Whatare someofthe advantages of

being means-driven rather than
goal-driven?

e Youare notchasinginvestors.

e You are notwaiting for the
perfect opportunity or the
perfect set of resources.

e You are working with your
strengths without having
to overcome your weaknesses
first.

Practically Speaking

Youattract co-creative

stakeholders, who wantto shape
goals, not just provide resources.

Youare increasing the possible

slate of stakeholders who can
self-select into your venture.
Youare increasing the probability
of innovative surprises.

Youare increasing the
likelihoodoffindingor creating
opportunities that are a betterfit
for you.
You are decreasingthe cost of

possible failure, as youonly risk

meansthatare affordable to

lose, and by doingthat:
Youare increasingthe likelihood
thatfailures will be learning
experiences that you can recover
from faster and build on when
youare readyto try again.
You are forcing yourselfto get
creative with meagerresources,

includingslack resources and

even waste.

i WORKING WITH WHAT YOU HAVE

| Barbara Corcoran runs a real estate empireworth US$4billion. In her
book Use What You've Got (Corcoran andLittlefield, 2003: 6), she

recounts a crucial piece of advice her mother passed along: If you
| don’t havebig breasts, put ribbonsin your pigtails. She learnedthis
during her job as a waitress, when shefelt herlife was going nowhere
fast. One day she came home complaining to her mother that the
other waitresses were getting all the attention because they had big.
‘breasts and she did not. Her motherreplied, “You're going to have to
learn to use what you'vegot. Since you don't have big breasts, why
|don’t you tie someribbons on your aeand just beeas sweet as
| you are.” Which is exactly whatshedid .

Lesson: lige: about what you don't have and focus on what you

  
 
 



WHO I AM: THE
UNBEATABLE COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE

Wedo notusually think of ourselves

as the primary sourceof valuable
new opportunities or as the basis for

unique competitive advantages. Yet

a little reflection will show this can
indeed betrue andoften is.

Oneofthe most beautiful things
about entrepreneurshipis that there

are probably as many high-potential
opportunities as there are

individuals. Unlike other
professions, such as medicine,
accounting, dance,orsports, there is

no oneparticularsetofskills,

abilities, or personality types

 

necessary and sufficient for
entrepreneurial success. An

accountancy-basedenterprise, such

as H&RBlock, can co-exist with an
athletics-based firm, such as Nike,
onthelist of the most successful
companiesever built. Similarly, a
flamboyantrisk taker, such as Mark
Cuban,and a prudentcalculator,

suchas Daniel Snyder, can both
build thriving entrepreneurial
careers resulting in eventual

ownership of sports teams(the
Dallas Mavericks in the case of
Cuban and the Washington

Redskins in the case of Snyder).

If we begin with the premise that
who weare and what makes us
unique could be not only the

starting point but also the basic

ingredient of the venture and
market opportunity weset out to
create, we throw open the door to

coursesof action we would
otherwise be blind to. In fact, the
success of manyenterprises can be
traced to the idiosyncratic

circumstances and eccentric quirks
oftheir founders.

WHAT| KNOW: BRINGING
LEARNINGTO THE
VENTURE

Thinkaboutall you know,thefacts,

wisdom,andinsight you’ve gained

from youridiosyncraticlife
experiences. Now considerthat
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EFFECTUATION IN ACTION

Practically Speaking

NEW VENTURERECIPE

If you were going into the restaurant business, you'd probably

want to be Claus Meyer. His Copenhagen-based eatery Noma,

washailed as the best restaurant on the planet from 2010 to

2014 by Restaurant Magazine. Featuring Nordic cuisine that

includes fresh seafood, local herbs, and radishes in edible

"soil," Noma draws superlatives from critics that go way
beyond delicious and mouth watering. So what are the

ingredients behind its success?

Withouta recipe

Meyer grew up in Denmark, an environment where food was

neither pleasure norluxury, but necessity. Intending to become
a banker when he was a student, Meyerspenta year in the:
south of France. There, the purpose of food took on new
meaning. It was more than nutrition—it was beauty. At the age

of 21, he returned to Denmark and “knew deeply inside that | wanted to change Danishfood culture ... and |

believed | could do it.” It was a grand vision for someoneyetto finish university, and one with no clear starting
point.

From the fridge

Cooking meals and starting new ventures have a lot in common, as Meyer himself points out. One wayis to

start with a tried and tested recipe, get the necessary ingredients, follow instructions carefully, and produce a

company. The otheris to openthe refrigerator, peer inside and create something—a new dish—an unexpected
business model—an entirely innovative venture no one involved could have predicted in advance. Meyertook
the secondpath, capitalizing on the availability of the university kitchen to launch his first venture, a catering

and delivery business for students run with the benefit of his Raleigh bicycle.

Into the kitchen

Like many meals, new ventures often start like Meyer's: a function of what is available and who wants to tie on

an apron. Indeed, cooks of every kind and even non-cooks have since joined with him and contributed their own

ingredients and flavors to the mix. The result is that Meyerand his partners have launched nearly a venture a

year over the last 25 years. The Meyer Group imports chocolate to Scandinavia with partner Søren Sylvest, a
relationship that cooked up ventures in coffee importing as well as cafés. With Mette Martinussen, Meyer
created a theater-like restaurant and also built a factory to manufacture soy cakes. He has hosted a television
cookery show andyet more collaboration has taken him into the hotel business, corporate catering, food
consulting, and a non-profit food laboratory. And that's not all. Meyer has established a micro vinegar brewery,
an organic commercial orchard, and a boutique bakery. He has authored several cookbooks, gives lectures, 



 

Practically Speaking (continued)

and heis active in health and wellness research. Even the famed Noma, which has dealt a fatal blow to jokes
about Nordic cuisine being an oxymoron,is a partnership with kitchen chef Rene Redzepi.

Venture a la mode

In many ways, Meyer has comefull circle. Twenty-five years later, he can fairly claim a recipeforhis vision. Not
throughany oneof his ventures, though, but throughthe process that led to the accumulation of them all.
Whetherit’s changing Danish food culture or changing the world, real entrepreneurship kneads together an

enormous amountof information culled from the experiences of large numbers of people such as those who

contributedin some greater or lesser way to the runaway success of Noma. The vision imbibes the resultant

flavors into a heady blend that appears to have always been part of the recipe. Entrepreneurshipis not an

all-or-nothing heroic act associated with the unique insight of a single chef.It is about learning, interaction,

and application combined throughacts of continual co-creation. It starts with Meyertaking thefirst step

and then pushing onward step after step, partner by partner—not informed by a plan, but by the previous

step, the people around him, and the available resources at each stage. So now that your appetite is

whetted, what's in your fridge?

 

everyonehas their owndistinct stock
of knowledge, informed by their own
experiences,It’s no wonder that two

WHO | KNOW: SIX DEGREES
OF SEPARATION

Expert entrepreneurs build firms

by building stakeholder networks—
adding other people’s meansto

entrepreneurs,at the samestarting their own.

point and in the same environment,

will come up with two completely

different ventures,

Becauseofthe corridor principle,

entrepreneurs maybebetteroff

simply getting started and
developing opportunities as they

walk downthecorridor. Andgetting

started is easier with the advantage

ofresources, information, and
knowledgeyoualready have.  
 



Research Roots

THE CORRIDORPRINCIPLE

EFFECTUATION IN ACTION

Robert Ronstadt (1988: 31—40) developed the Corridor Principle to describe how new and unintended

opportunities often arise for entrepreneurs when they are launching a new venture, Picture yourself standing at

the entranceof a corridor. Until you proceed downthe corridor, it is impossible to know what it holds, but as you

movealong you gain knowledge andinsight. The Corridor Principle explains how entrepreneurs, simply by

opening a doorandpursuing one opportunity, create other opportunities (other corridors) they otherwise would

not or could not have imagined.

In thinking aboutcreating such a
network, considerthree sources of

stakeholders. Thefirst sourceis the

people whoare directly and perhaps

immediately accessible to you:
friends, family, and acquaintances.

The secondis people you meet

serendipitously, by chance or

accident. Andthe third source is

those you don’t knowdirectly, but
they are linked to youthrough

people you do know. Weallexist in a

networkof connections: we know
people who know people who know

people (and on and on) who could

becomehelpful partners. If you

believe the “six degrees of
separation”theory, you'd need to

moveonlysix steps out to be

connected to everyonein the world.

Distant contacts can be someofthe
most valuable because they mayoffer

perspectives and ideas you’ve never

encounteredbefore. This is what’s
knownas“the strength of weakties.”

 

HOW IT WORKS

To see how this means-driven

process works, consider examples
from thehistory of

entrepreneurship. The

entrepreneurs who foundedSears,

Staples, Starbucks, CNN, and many

other companiesused their means to

shape,step bystep, their

opportunities. Their enduring

ventures mostly started small,
without elaborate marketanalyses.

INVENTORY YOUR MEANS

 

Who you know What you know Whoyou are
 

 

 

 

your life   

Your Rolodex Yourprior Tastes, values,
(LinkedIn, knowledge and and preferences
Facebook) education

Classmates, Knowledge from Passions
alumni your job

Serendipitous Knowledgefrom Hobbies
encounters your life

The strangers in Informal learning, Interests

hobbies      

 
 



  

The entrepreneurs wovetogether
the mundanerealities ofwho they
were, what they knew, and who they
knew into projects that they believed
were worth doing. They then
continually added to their projects,
pushing them outward, reshaping
them to work with new
stakeholders, stretching
themselves—justa bit at a time to
reach higher and farther—until
eventually they transformed both
their means and endsinto
unimagined new possibilities.

MAP YOUR MEANS

Start by printing off a one-page
version of your resume.Then start
adding things. Be creative about
whatyou consider;it needn’t be
things you would normally include
in a resume.To getstarted, look
back at yourlife. What meansdid
youacquire or build:

e Asa teenager

e Atschool
e At university

e Inyourfirst, second. . . job
e Inyourprivatelife
e With your hobbies,activities
e From yourparents?

 

aerate Speaking

| PICTURE PERFECT

Now that everyone with a cell phoneis by definition carrying a high —
‘quality camera, picture taking is seeing enormous growth. But what
‘will you do with all those precious images? You could email them,
post them on Facebookor Instagram, or just let them accumulate on
your hard drive.

Itai VESTA

Deb Whitmanhas an alternative: a way to make those photos
| magically appear on the screensofclosefriends andrelatives who
| want to enjoy yourpictures again and again. Instead of them
| searching for your latest, you decide which pictures will automatically

displayed on their onscreen photo frame. Regardless of whether
is idea appeals to you, Photo Mambo (the name of her new

| companyandservice) and Whitman embody two useful aspects of

entrepreneurship.

Mambo means i

Thefirst is where ideas comefrom. Though entrepreneurship lore
celebrates the “aha moment” (which generally occurs in the
shower—hopefully without a camera), the story of Photo Mambois

| ‘less picture perfect, and more consistent with how most new ventures

| come to be. Before appointing herself founder and CEO of Photo
Mambo, Whitman worked at Adobe with responsibility for digital
imaging software such as Photoshop. Rewindfurther and she worked in digital media presentation at Microsoft. Her experience with  



Practically Speaking (continued)

| consumer software goes back to the 1980s, when she wasresponsibl

| for marketing the personalfinance package Quicken,atIntuit. So the
| idea for Photo Mamborepresents a combination of experience and
| interests of a mother born in the Midwest who wants to share her
| daughter's photographs with non-technical family members.

Action shot

The secondinteresting point thatthis story raises is where action
comesfrom. Because Whitman worked in software, she knew the idea
‘was feasible and whatlevelof effort it would take to createit.

| Because she knew people who understand digital photography, it was |
| ‘easy for herto find advice and collaborators. Someone with
| experience in direct mail might have taken the sameidea and created
| a monthly post card service. But Whitman used what she knew,got
| up in the morning andstarted taking action. Whichis really what

makesher an entrepreneur.

 

How would yourfriends,colleagues,
family, or acquaintances describe
your means?

Be as broad as you can. Youwill
certainly need more room than we
provide in the “Inventory Your

Means”table, but we hopethis gives
you placeto start.

SLACK AND OTHER
RESOURCES YOU DON'T
EVEN KNOW YOU HAVE

Sometimes unusual opportunities

andthe successful venturesbuilt on
them are forged from resources you
don’t even recognize as resources in
the first place. Truth is the world is
full of “slack’—resourcesleft over
from otheruses or simply lying
aroundbecause nobodyhas paid
attention to them.

Slack can include anything from
waste to empty spaceto loopholesin
the law to buffers created for
emergencies. Considerthe story of
billionaire J.R. Simplot, the founder

of potato processing plants and
creatorofthefirst frozen french
fries. He beganhis career by
collecting hogsset for slaughter by
farmers whofeared a pork surplus.
Simplotfed the hogs until demand
returned and whenhesold them to
the meat companies, made enough

money to buy an electric potato

sorter. Throughouthis career,
Simplot was quick at picking up
slack resources that he transformed
into valuable products,often

appearingto snatch opportunities

right from underthe nosesofhis
competition.   
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START WITH WHAT YOU HAVE
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Wealso saw the use of slack
resourcesin the story of U-Haul(see

Chapter 6), when Leonard Shoen

madea deal with a national gas
station chain to locate U-Haul
dealershipsin the stations’ unused

space. Shoenleveraged that slack
resource, making it valuable not
only for himself butalso for the gas
station chain.

For Estée Lauder(this chapter), the

slack resource of interest was not
space buttime. Early in hercareer,

she noticed that womensitting
underhair dryers in beauty parlors

had nothing to do. So she offered
them a free makeoverusing Estée

Lauder creamsandlotions. Most
would accept, and many would end
up buying someofthe products to
use at home.

Sometimes slack resource comesin

the guise of misfortune,as in the
case of Dr Fad. Hakuta,a jobless
Harvard Medical School graduate

had oneofthe mostflexible slack
resourcesof all—his time. If he had
found a plush job as his classmates
did, chancesare he would be

working fora living justlike the rest

ofus.

TAKEAWAY: YOU CAN
GET STARTED NOW

Effectuationshifts the focus from

“How do I build a successful firm?”

or “How canI becomea successful

entrepreneur?”to “What types of
ideas and opportunities should I

pursue, given who I am, whatI

know, and who I know?”and “Given

 

my means, what do I want to
create?”

Sticking closely to who youare, what

you know and whoyou knownot
onlytells you whatto do butalso

tells you what notto do.It helps

focusattention on ideas where you

have an advantage. Working with
what youhave and what you know

also discourages big andrisky leaps;

instead,it directs entrepreneursto

take manageablesteps withavailable
resources.

To sum thingsup,the bird-in-hand
principle (starting with your means)

tells you that you can get going

inexpensively, and that your means
formthe basis of your own
competitive advantage. Combined
with your partners’ means and

   



 

commitments, the venture you

create will be both feasible and

unique.

Whenyouusethe bird-in-hand

principle, starting a new venture is

no longer an incredibly risky act of
heroism.It is something you can do
within the constraints and
possibilities of your normallife. You
can start a new venture anytime you

want. You can get started now.

Think It Through

In goal-oriented

societies, how can you

develop a means-

oriented mindset?

In what ways might

having specific goals for

your venture impede
your progress?

Without goals, how can

you know if you are

successful?

Whatif you can’t

imagine anything worth

pursuing from your

current means(hint:

that's what Chapter 11

is about)?

 

& ee
| Don’t focus on what you don’thave,find ways you can take advantage |

 

ction toward it creates something thatis in some way unique.

of whoyou are, who you know, and whatyou k

    


